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Introduction: The formation of a core is a
fundamental physical and chemical process in the
evolutionary history of a rocky planet. Mass transfer of
Fe and other alloying elements during core formation is
expected to induce isotopic fractionation between the
metallic core and silicate mantle. The magnitude of the
isotopic fractionation of a particular element is
dependent on the bonding environment of that element
such that a stronger bond will favor the enrichment of
heavier isotopes in comparison to a weaker bond [1, 2].
In the case of Fe and Si isotopes, several studies have
attempted to constrain the magnitude of isotopic
fractionation due to core formation through the
investigation of meteorites [3-11], laboratory
experiments [12-19], first principles-based calculations
[8,13], and Nuclear Resonant Inelastic X-Ray
spectroscopy [20-22].
According to the first principles of crystal-chemistry
involving bond strength, Fe-metal will be enriched in
the heavier isotopes of Fe [1, 2] rendering co-existing
silicates with a lighter Fe isotopic composition, i.e.,
d56Femetal > d56Fesilicate where d56Fe is the parts per
thousand deviation in the 56Fe/54Fe ratio relative to the
IRMM-014 bracketing standard. Similarly, when Si
alloys with Fe-metal (as a result of increasing pressure,
temperature, or decreasing fO2 [23]), the Fe-metal will
be enriched in the lighter isotopes of Si compared to the
silicates [2], i.e., d30Simetal < d30Sisilicate where d30Si is the
parts per thousand deviation in the 30Si/28Si ratio relative
to the NBS-28 bracketing standard. Hence, in a
differentiated body that would sequester Si in its
metallic core, the core is expected to have heavier d56Fe
and lighter d30Si compared to its bulk starting
composition while the silicate mantle is expected to be
characterized by a complementary lighter d56Fe and
heavier d30Si.
Aubrites are ortho-pyroxenites that have Si-bearing
metal co-existing with silicates and sulfides [24] and are
considered to be differentiated products of an enstatite
chondrite-like precursor [25,26]. Here, we demonstrate
that incorporation of Si into the core of the aubrite
parent body can indeed explain both the d56Fe and d30Si
composition of aubrites. This work is part of an ongoing
effort to determine the d56Fe and d30Si compositions in
a single sample aliquot of a variety of meteorites [27] to
assess the role of core formation and partial melting in
such isotopic fractionation and whether d30Si-d56Fe
compositions can be used as tracers of planetary
differentiation.

Method and Results: Assuming that the aubrites
originated as the silicate portion of a differentiated body
that was initially EH chondrite-like in composition, the
fraction of total Si that goes into the core of the aubrite
parent body (f!"#$%& ) can be calculated based on the
difference in the Si isotope compositions of the aubrites
and the EH chondrites using the following mass balance
equation,
δ'( Si)*+%",&- − δ'( Si./ = f!"#$%& (∆'( Si-"0"#),&12&,)0 ) (1)
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where C3
is the mass fraction of solute M (in this
case Si) in that reservoir (i.e., mantle or core), M2)7,0&
and M#$%& are the masses of mantle and core of the
#$%&
aubrite parent body [29]. The value obtained for C!"
(i.e., 2.1 wt.%) is similar to that of the aubrite metals
that equilibrated at the peak temperature attained in the
aubrite parent body [28]. Thereafter, based on the
average elemental composition of aubrite metals that
equilibrated at the peak temperature [28] and the Fe
isotope equilibration factor ∆89 Fe2&,)01-"0"#),& =

!.#$×&'! ()"#$ )+,.--×&'!

[19], the δ89 Femantle of the
aubrite parent body is calculated to be −0.160±0.066‰
using the following mass balance equation,
123- (∆&'
δ&' Fe()*+,- = δ&' Fe./ − f0Fe(-+),456,61)+- ) (3)
.%

To account for the effect of ‘missing’ enstatiteplagioclase basalts [30] on the δ89 Fe2)7,0& (calculated
above) and δ89 Fe%&-":*& (aubrites), we have used the
following formula [31],
δ&' Fe3-5678- − δ&' Fe()*+,- ≈ −F(∆&' Fe(-,+452,67 ) (4)
where F is the degree of melting on the aubrite parent
body which is 7−20% [28] and ∆&' Fe(-,+452,67 =
0.053±0.017 in Fe3+-free systems [18,19]. The
δ89 Fe%&-":*& is calculated to be −0.168‰±0.068‰
which overlaps with the d56Fe composition of main
group aubrites [6]. Therefore, the d30Si-d56Fe
composition of aubrites can be explained in terms of
core formation and partial melting on the aubrite parent
body.
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Figure 1: d30Si versus d56Fe in main group aubrites
[6,32] and EH chondrites [6,8,10,32-36]. Assuming an
EH chondrite-like starting composition, separation of a
metallic core with f!"#$%& =0.025 and subsequent partial
melting will result in a residue that is consistent with the
d30Si-d56Fe systematics of main group aubrites.

Discussion and Conclusions: The d56Fe and d30Si
compositions of distinct planetary materials have been
attributed to a variety of processes such as, nebular
condensation [37,38], volatile depletion [3,39-43], core
formation [8,9,13,14,17-19], and partial melting
[5,31,44]. In particular, there have been many
investigations of either Fe or Si isotope compositions
(but not both together) in a variety of planetary materials
as well in experimental run products to assess the effects
of core formation in planetesimals and planetary bodies.
The difference in the d56Fe values between
chondrites and magmatic iron meteorites could be due
to the enrichment of heavy Fe isotopes in the metal
during core formation on meteorite parent bodies [45].
However, the chondritic or heavier d56Fe values of
samples from the silicate portions of differentiated
bodies such as terrestrial mantle and basalts [31], lunar
basalts [43], SNC meteorites from Mars, HED
meteorites from Vesta, and angrites [46] have been
interpreted as the lack of significant fractionation of Fe
isotopes during core formation and instead attributed to
volatilization processes [3,39-43]. On the contrary,
results of metal-silicate equilibration experiments
suggest that d56Fe values of terrestrial and lunar basalts,
SNCs, and HEDs can be explained by core formation
followed by partial melting on their respective parent
bodies [18,19]. Similarly, the heavy d30Si of bulk
silicate Earth compared to chondrites has been
interpreted as the incorporation of lighter Si isotopes
into Earth’s core [8]. On the other hand, the heavy d30Si
of angrites has been considered a result of nebular
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condensation [37] or volatile depletion [39] as the
angrite parent body formed under relatively oxidizing
conditions and did not have a Si-bearing core.
Both Fe as well as Si isotope compositions of
differentiated meteorites can provide insights into
differentiation processes such as core formation and
silicate partial melting. As illustrated here, when used
together, the combined Fe and Si isotope systematics
can elucidate such differentiation processes on
meteorite parent bodies. Nevertheless, coordinated
studies of Fe and Si isotopes in the same aliquots of
different types of differentiated planetary materials have
yet to be conducted. Therefore, we have developed the
analytical protocols for simultaneously conducting
analyses of both Fe and Si isotope compositions in the
same samples [27], and are in the process of conducting
such analyses of a variety of achondritic meteorites.
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